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292 A
Clay, Robinson & Company - C292

M295 - On Kansas Overprint

Philip Jones (# 1033)

The cover illustrated at the top of this page has a
comer card listing "Clay, Robinson & Company,
Stock Yards, Kansas City, Mo." In addition this
April 24, 1915 mailing is franked with a 2 cent red
Washington head punched with perfin pattern C292.
This pattern, CR IK, is listed in The Catalog of
United States Perfins, by the Baloughs as being
used in Kansas City, MO., but no user is listed.

Keep up the good work of finding new
identifications. lsi John.

Thank you for the photocopy of the
cover, which is a new identification . .. .

While the letters CRIK are not an exact match for
Clay, Robinson & Company they may possiblystand
for l:;lay, Robinson & Company, Kansas City. I
forwarded a copy to John M. Randall, US Catalog
Editor. John's reply was:

Day, Robinson & Company - <:292

On the other hand, this one cent green overprint
ed "Nebr." (Scott Catalogue number 669) was
plainly postmarked in New Jersey. Unfortunately,
the one cent stamp is not perforated. Perfins on
the Kansas-Nebraska overprints are scarce and the
clear NJ cancel on the single makes that stamp
desirable.
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Stuart D. Clarke (#2940)

The pair of stamps shown above
are the two cent carmine of the
regular 1926,7 series overprinted
"Kans." (Scott Catalogue number
660). The stamps also are perfo
rated with perfin pattern M295
(M&K diagonal). At first glance,
one might question this usage;
however, the user was a Kansas
firm. The Catalog of United
States Perfins, Balough &
Balough, 1979, lists the user as the
Missouri and Kansas Telegraph

Company of Wichita, Kansas. The pattern is also
known precanceled Kansas City, Kansas.
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